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PrePre--history, what would be in this talk in 2003:history, what would be in this talk in 2003:

•• Radial and elliptic flows for all Radial and elliptic flows for all secondariessecondaries
ππ....ΩΩ=> QGP seem to be => QGP seem to be the most perfect fluidthe most perfect fluid
known known ηη/s/s»» .1.1--.2<<1.2<<1

•• how strong is strong?how strong is strong? => => When bound states When bound states 
occureoccure (es+Zahed,2003) or even falling on a (es+Zahed,2003) or even falling on a 
center…center…

•• Zero binding lines => Resonances =>large Zero binding lines => Resonances =>large 
cross sections => hydro behaviorcross sections => hydro behavior

•• Many Many ccoolloorreedd bound states => solution tobound states => solution to
several lattice puzzles =>high mutual several lattice puzzles =>high mutual concistencyconcistency

of lattice dataof lattice data
•• Relation to other strongly coupled systems, from Relation to other strongly coupled systems, from 

atomic experimentsatomic experiments to to string theorystring theory
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Outline cont: new ideasOutline cont: new ideas

•• Bound states Bound states 
((ρρ,,ωω,,φφ)  )  in    L and T in    L and T 
forms, and aforms, and a nearnear--
threshold bump in threshold bump in 
QGP => QGP => dileptonsdileptons
=>=>

quasiparticlequasiparticle
masses and the masses and the 
interaction interaction 
strength strength 

(Jorge (Jorge CasalderreyCasalderrey +ES)+ES)

•Conical flow from 
quenched jets 
(Casalderrey, ES,Teaney)

•Jet quenching due 
to ``ionization” of 
new bound states
(I.Zahed+ES)

•One more strongly 
coupled liquid: ordinary 
QED plasmas
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The beginning of The beginning of sQGPsQGP: a : a 
New QCD Phase Diagram, New QCD Phase Diagram, 
in which in which ``zero binding ``zero binding 
lines” first appearedlines” first appeared
((ES+I.ZahedES+I.Zahed hephep--ph/030726, PRC)ph/030726, PRC)
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Why is hydro description so good ? Why is hydro description so good ? 
=>=> near zero binding  provides large objects ,near zero binding  provides large objects ,

maybe  maybe  large cross sections?large cross sections? (ES+Zahed,03, same)(ES+Zahed,03, same)

Well, it was shown to work for strongly coupled atoms
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Elliptic flow with ultracold trapped 
Li6 atoms, a=> infinity regime via the 
so called Feshbach resonance

The system is extremely dilute, but 
cit still goes into a hydro regime, with 
an elliptic flow

(Similar mechanism as proposed by 
Zahed and myself) for QGP,  a pair of 
quasiparticles is near the “zero 
binding lines”)

The coolest thing on Earth, T=10 nK or 
10^(-12) eV can actually produce a 
Micro-Bang !
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••Hydro works for up to 1000 oscillations! Hydro works for up to 1000 oscillations! 
ΩΩ agrees with hydro agrees with hydro (red star)(red star) at resonance at resonance 
Viscosity has a strong Viscosity has a strong minimum thereminimum there

B.Gelman, ES,I.Zahed
nucl-th/0410…
The most ideal cold liquid
Must be
η/(~ n)>1/6π

¼ .5§ .3 at the 
experimental minimum.
About as perfect as 
sQGP!

In reality it is
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Unexpected help from  Unexpected help from  stringstring
theoriststheorists, , AdSAdS/CFT correspondence/CFT correspondence

•The viscosity/entropy => 1/4π when g2Nc! 1, (D.Son et 
al 2003),  as small  as  at RHIC!

•Multiple Coulomb bound states with l» g2Nc (ES+Zahed, 
PRD 04)
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Where the energy of Where the energy of 
quenched jets go?quenched jets go?
The ``conic” flow The ``conic” flow 

(appropriate for a hard probe conference…)(appropriate for a hard probe conference…)

J.CasaldereyJ.Casalderey--SolanaSolana,Edward,Edward ShuryakShuryak and and 
Derek Derek TeaneyTeaney

Department of Physics and AstronomyDepartment of Physics and Astronomy
State University of New YorkState University of New York
Stony Brook NY 11794 USAStony Brook NY 11794 USA
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Sonic boom from quenched jetsSonic boom from quenched jets
((J.CasalderreyJ.Casalderrey, ES, , ES, D.TeaneyD.Teaney, in progress), in progress)

•• the energy deposited the energy deposited 
by jets into liquidby jets into liquid--like like 
strongly coupled QGP strongly coupled QGP 
must go into must go into conical conical 
shock wavesshock waves, similar , similar 
to the well known to the well known 
sonic boom from sonic boom from 
supersonic planes.supersonic planes.

•• We solved relativistic We solved relativistic 
hydrodynamics and hydrodynamics and 
got the  flow picture got the  flow picture 
behind the shocks. behind the shocks. 
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How to observe it?How to observe it?

•• the direction of the flow the direction of the flow is normal to is normal to 
Mach cone,Mach cone, defined entirely by ratio of defined entirely by ratio of 
the speed of sound to that of lightthe speed of sound to that of light

•• So, So, unlike for QCD radiationunlike for QCD radiation, , the angle is the angle is 
not shrinkingnot shrinking with increase of the with increase of the 
momentum of the jetmomentum of the jet
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Has a sonic boom from quenched Has a sonic boom from quenched 
jets been already observed?jets been already observed?

M.Miller, QM04

flow of matter normal to the Mach cone seems to 
be observed! See data from STAR,
(PHENIX also sees two bumps but cannot  show)

φ=π § 1.1=2.0,4.2
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Determining the speed of Determining the speed of 
sound=sound=EoSEoS, but at what time?, but at what time?

•• At kinetic At kinetic freezeoutfreezeout, , ττ=12=12--15 fm/c, and 15 fm/c, and 
that is why we used c_s^2=.16that is why we used c_s^2=.16--.2 for .2 for 
resonance gasresonance gas

•• That was because we considered That was because we considered central central 
collisions (to collisions (to awoidawoid complications with complications with 
elliptic flow subtraction) in which a jet has elliptic flow subtraction) in which a jet has 
to go about a diameter of Auto go about a diameter of Au

•• One can use semiOne can use semi--peripheral and peripheral and play withplay with
Jet orientation relative to collision planeJet orientation relative to collision plane and and 

change timingchange timing
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lattice puzzleslattice puzzles

Since MatsuiSince Matsui--SatzSatz and subsequent papers it and subsequent papers it 
looked like even looked like even J/J/ψψ,,ηηcc dissolves in QGPdissolves in QGP (thus it (thus it 
was a QGP signal) and yet it  is now found was a QGP signal) and yet it  is now found 
((AsakawaAsakawa--Hatsuda,KarschHatsuda,Karsch et al) that they seem et al) that they seem 
to exist to exist up to T=2Tup to T=2Tcc. or more. Why????. or more. Why????
How can How can pressure be highpressure be high at  at  T=(1.5T=(1.5--2)T2)Tcc

while while q,gq,g quasiparticlesquasiparticles are quite heavy? are quite heavy? (it (it 
gets parametric in the N=4 SYM as gets parametric in the N=4 SYM as quasiparticlesquasiparticles in in 
strong coupling are infinitely heavy mstrong coupling are infinitely heavy m»»λλ11/2 T)/2 T)
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How strong is strong?
For a screened Coulomb potential, Schr.eqn.=>a simple condition for a 
bound state

(4/3)αs (M/M
Debye) > 1.68

M(charm) is large, MDebye is not, ¼ 2T
If α(Md) indeed runs and is about ½-1, it is 
large enough to bind charmonium till about 
T=2Tc=340 MeV

(accidentally, the highest T at RHIC)
Since q and g quasiparticles are heavy,

M» 3T, they all got bound as well !
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Digression :Relativistic Klein-Gordon eqn
has a critical Coulomb coupling for falling 
onto the center (known since 1920’s)

(4/3)αs=1/2 is too strong, a critical value for 
Klein-Gordon (and it is 1 for Dirac).  
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Solving for the bound states
ES+I.Zahed, hep-ph/0403127

In QGP there is no confinement => 
Hundreds of colored channels may 
have bound states as well!
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The pressure The pressure 
puzzle puzzle 
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Well known lattice  prediction (numerical 
calculation, lattice QCD, Karsch et al)  the 
pressure as a function of T (normalized to 
that for free quarks and gluons) 

•This turned out to be the 
most misleading picture we 
had, fooling us for nearly 20 
years
•p/p(SB)=.8 from about .3 GeV to very 
large value. Interpreted as an argument 
that interaction is relatively weak (0.2) 
and can be resumed, although pQCD
series are bad…

BUT: we recently learned that 
storng coupling leads to about 0.8 
as well!
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New ``free energies” for static New ``free energies” for static 
quarks (from quarks (from BielefeldBielefeld))

•Upper figure is 
normalized at small 
distances: one can 
see that there is 
large ``effective 
mass” for a static 
quark at T=Tc.

•Both are not yet 
the potentials!

•The lower figure 
shows the effective 
coupling constant
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mbmb

•• Fit from Fit from BielefldBielefld group group 
hephep--lat/0406036lat/0406036

•Note that the Debye
radius corresponds to

``normal” (enhanced by factor 2) 
coupling,  while the overall strength 
of the potential is much larger
•It becomes still larger if V is used
instead of F, see later
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New potentials should have the New potentials should have the entropy entropy 
term is subtracted,term is subtracted,
which makeswhich makes potentials potentials deeper stilldeeper still

this is how potential I got look like for T = 1; 1.2; 1.4; 2; 4; 6; 10Tc,
from right to left, from ES,Zahed hep-ph/0403127
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Here is the binding and |psi(0)|^2Here is the binding and |psi(0)|^2
So J/So J/\\psipsi is indeed bound till nearly 3 is indeed bound till nearly 3 TcTc

E/2M
Vs T/Tc
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If a Coulomb coupling is too strong,If a Coulomb coupling is too strong,
falling onto the center may occur:falling onto the center may occur:
but it is impossible to get a bindingbut it is impossible to get a binding
comparable to the masscomparable to the mass
But we need But we need masslessmassless pionpion/sigma at T=>/sigma at T=>TcTc !!
•• Brown,Lee,Rho,ESBrown,Lee,Rho,ES hephep--

ph/0312175 :  nearph/0312175 :  near--local local 
interaction induced by the interaction induced by the 
````instantoninstanton molecules”molecules”

(also called ``hard glue” or (also called ``hard glue” or 
``epoxy”, as they survive ``epoxy”, as they survive 

at T>at T>TTcc

•• Their contribution is Their contribution is »»
||ψψ(0)|(0)|22 which is which is 
calculated from strong calculated from strong 
Coulomb problemCoulomb problem
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The pressure puzzle is resolvedThe pressure puzzle is resolved!!
Masses, potentials and Masses, potentials and EoSEoS from lattice are from lattice are 
mutually consistentmutually consistent

M/Tc vc T/Tc and p/pSB vs T/Tc
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Can we verify it experimentally?Can we verify it experimentally?
DileptonsDileptons from from sQGPsQGP::
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A near-threshold enhancement 
(``bump”) should exist at any T

Why bump? 
Because 
attraction 
between anti-
q q in QGP 
enhances 
annihilation

Example: pp(gg) -> t t  at 
Fermilab has a bump near 
threshold (2mt) due to gluon 
exchanges. 
The nonrelat. Gamow

parameter for small velocity 
z=π (4/3)αs/v > 1,
Produces a bump: the
Factor z/(1-exp(-z))
Cancels v in phase space
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dileptondilepton rate: a rate: a nonrelativisticnonrelativistic
approach with realistic potentialsapproach with realistic potentials
(Jorge (Jorge CasalderreyCasalderrey +ES,hep+ES,hep--ph/0408128)ph/0408128)
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The annihilation rate divided by that for The annihilation rate divided by that for 
free free masslessmassless quarks quarks using nonusing non--relrel. Green . Green 
function, for latticefunction, for lattice--based potential (+ based potential (+ instantonsinstantons) ) 

ImImΠΠ(M(M) for T=1.2,1.4,1.7, 3 ) for T=1.2,1.4,1.7, 3 TTcc
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AsakawaAsakawa--HatsudaHatsuda, , 
T=1.4TT=1.4Tcc

Karsch-Laerman, T=1.5 
and 3 Tc

The widths of these states are being calculated… 
But  one sees these peaks  on the lattice!
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Back to jets: Back to jets: dE/dxdE/dx of two typesof two types

•• RadiativeRadiative one is largeone is large but energy is going but energy is going 
into gluons which are still moving into gluons which are still moving 
relativisticallyrelativistically with v=cwith v=c

•• Heating and ionization lossesHeating and ionization losses: this energy : this energy 
goes into matter. goes into matter. 

•• The The second type lossessecond type losses should be equal to should be equal to 
hydro drag forcehydro drag force in the conical flowin the conical flow
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Calculation of the ionization rateCalculation of the ionization rate
ES+ZahedES+Zahed, hep, hep--ph/0406100ph/0406100
•• Smaller than Smaller than radiativeradiative

lossloss if if L>.5L>.5--1 fm1 fm
•• Is there mostly near the Is there mostly near the 

zero binding lines,zero binding lines,
•• Thus it is different from Thus it is different from 

both both radiativeradiative and and elasticelastic
looses, which are simply looses, which are simply 
proportional to densityproportional to density

•• Relates Relates to nonto non--trivial trivial 
energy dependence of jet energy dependence of jet 
quenchingquenching (smaller at 62 (smaller at 62 
and near absent at SPS)and near absent at SPS) dE/dx in GeV/fm vs T/Tc for a 

gluon 15,10,5 GeV.                
Red-elastic, black -ionization
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Summary 
QGP at RHIC is in a strong coupling regime 
=> New spectroscopy: many old mesons 
plus hundreds of exotic colored binary states
Lattice potentials, masses and EoS are all 
consistent ! Puzzles resolved
2 objects (plus another 2 for ss states) can be 
observed via dileptons: the  bound vectors plus 
a near-threshold bump. Most likely in the region 
1.5 GeV, where 2Mq stays the same in a wide T 
interval. The width issue is being studied
New hydro phenomenon associated with hard 
jets: a conical flow
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Additional slidesAdditional slides
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Energy loss in QED and QCDEnergy loss in QED and QCD

•• QED: QED: 
•• Large at vLarge at v»» ααemem

•• Small at relativistic Small at relativistic 
minimum, minimum, γγ»» 11

•• Grows at Grows at γγ»» 1000 1000 
due to radiationdue to radiation

QCD

Only radiative
effects were 
studied in detail:
Landau-
Pomeranchuck-
Migdal effect
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Jet quenching by Jet quenching by ``ionization”``ionization”
of new bound states in QGP?of new bound states in QGP?
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ConclusionsConclusions

•• QGP as a “matter” in QGP as a “matter” in 
the usual sense, not a the usual sense, not a 
bunch of particles, bunch of particles, 
shows very robust shows very robust 
collective flows. collective flows. 

•• QGP seems to be the QGP seems to be the 
most ideal fluid known most ideal fluid known 
ηη/s /s ¼¼ .1 <<1.1 <<1

•• All of this hints thatAll of this hints that
quenched energy is not quenched energy is not 

dissipated but dissipated but 
propagatespropagates

•• Hydro solution with Hydro solution with 
Mach cones is worked Mach cones is worked 
outout

•• Peaks at about Peaks at about 
63 degrees are 63 degrees are 
seen, seen, 
corresponds to corresponds to 
expected Mach expected Mach 
angleangle
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Outline : Outline : 

Motivations:Motivations:
•• Reduced scale => Reduced scale => 

enhanced couplingenhanced coupling
•• Hydro works and Hydro works and 

QGP seem to have QGP seem to have 
remarkably small remarkably small 
viscosity  viscosity  

•• Lattice bound Lattice bound 
states and large states and large 
potentialspotentials

New spectroscopy of 
sQGP

•Multiple bound states, 
90% of them colored, 
explain lattice puzzles: 

•Why resonances in 
correlators (J/ψ from 
MEM) at T=(1-2)Tc?

•How can QGP pressure 
be high, with rather 
heavy quasiparticles? 
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How strong is How strong is 
strong?strong?
How large can How large can ααss
become in QGP ?    become in QGP ?    

•• In a QCD vacuum the domain of In a QCD vacuum the domain of perturbativeperturbative QCD QCD 
((pQCDpQCD) is limited by ) is limited by nonnon--pert. phenomenapert. phenomena, e.g. by the , e.g. by the 
QQχχ»» 1 1 GeVGeV as well as by  confinement: so as well as by  confinement: so ααss< 0.3 < 0.3 

•• At high T we get At high T we get weak couplingweak coupling because of screeningbecause of screening
αα<<αα((gTgT) ) ¿¿ 1 (the 1 (the DebyeDebye mass mass MMdd»» gTgT sets the scale)sets the scale)

•• In between, In between, TTcc<T<few <T<few TTcc, there is no , there is no chiralchiral/conf. /conf. 
scalesscales

While MWhile MDebyeDebye¼¼ 2T2T»» 350350--400 400 MeVMeV is not yet large: can is not yet large: can 
ααss(M(Mdd) be ) be »» .5.5--1 (?).1 (?). If so, binding appearsIf so, binding appears. (ES. (ES--

time

Q

Qs

M
T

Q
vac

HQGP

ES,Nucl.Phys.A717:291,2003
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Following the methods developed Following the methods developed 
for t quarkfor t quark

•• KhoseKhose and and FadinFadin: sum over states, then : sum over states, then 
StrasslerStrassler and and PeskinPeskin: Green function can be : Green function can be 
formed of 2 solutionsformed of 2 solutions

•• We get 2 solutions numerically and checked that We get 2 solutions numerically and checked that 
published tpublished t--pair production for Coulomb is pair production for Coulomb is 
reproduced up to .2 percent!reproduced up to .2 percent!

•• Then we used it Then we used it for ``realistic” potentialsfor ``realistic” potentials
(From the lattice)(From the lattice)
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How those states/bumps look like
after one integrates over the 
expanding fireball?

Rate

0.0004

0.0005

0.0003

0.0001

M(MeV)

19001500 20001800

0.0002

1600 1700

Smooth curve is our 
``standard candle” with 
massless free quarks 

“Gev”=Mq(T=Tend) not well 
known yet

Curves with peaks are 
for 
ρ,ω in sQGP: the 
endpoints survive (don’t 
take literally 1.6 GeV, 
should be around .5-.7)L
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QUARK-HADRON DUALITY AND BUMPS IN QCD:
Operator product expansion tells us that the integral 
Under the spectral density should be conserved 
(Shifman, Vainshtein, Zakharov 78).

Three examples which satisfy it (left)  the same after realistic time integral
Over the expanding fireball (as used in Rapp+ES paper on NA50), divided
by  a ``standard candle” (massless quarks) (right) 
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Why study flows in heavy ion Why study flows in heavy ion 
collisions?collisions?

•• A ``Bang” like other magnificent A ``Bang” like other magnificent 
explosions like Supernova or Big Bang: explosions like Supernova or Big Bang: 
radial radial andand elliptic flowselliptic flows (which can only be (which can only be 
calculated together, from the same calculated together, from the same EoSEoS))

•• New form of matter formed, New form of matter formed, a strongly a strongly 
coupledcoupled QuarkQuark--Gluon Plasma, Gluon Plasma, a neara near--
perfect liquid in regime with perfect liquid in regime with very small very small 
dissipative terms dissipative terms ηη/s/s»».1.1--.3<<1.3<<1
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The Big The Big vsvs the Little Bangthe Little Bang
•• Big Bang is an explosion Big Bang is an explosion 

which created our which created our 
Universe. Universe. 

•• Entropy is conserved Entropy is conserved 
because of slow because of slow 
expansion expansion 

•• Hubble law v=Hr forHubble law v=Hr for
distant galaxies. H is distant galaxies. H is 
isotropic. isotropic. 

•• “Dark energy”“Dark energy”
(cosmological constant) (cosmological constant) 
seems to lead to seems to lead to 
accelratedaccelrated expansionexpansion

•• Little Bang is an explosionLittle Bang is an explosion
of a small fireball created of a small fireball created 
in in high energy collisionhigh energy collision of of 
two nuclei. two nuclei. 

•• Entropy is also conservedEntropy is also conserved
•• Also Hubble law, but H is Also Hubble law, but H is 

anisotropic anisotropic 
•• The ``vacuum pressure” The ``vacuum pressure” 

works against QGP works against QGP 
expansionexpansion
(And that is why it was so(And that is why it was so
difficult to produce it)difficult to produce it)
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q/gq/g jets as probe of hot mediumjets as probe of hot medium

hadrons

q

q

hadrons
leading
particle

leading particle

schematic view of  jet production

Jets from hard scattered 
quarks observed via fast 
leading particles or
azimuthal correlations 
between the leading
particles

However, before they create jets, the scattered quarks 
radiate energy (~ GeV/fm) in the colored medium

→decreases their momentum (fewer high pT particles)
→“kills” jet partner on other side

Jet Quenching


